City Lights

The Bridge is Out

In November of 1976, the National City Development Board purchased the San Diego Electric Railway from the Southern Pacific, with the federal government paying $10 million (EX) for the line. The project was expected to cost $135 million, and it would not be completed for another 30 years. The new company, named Southern Pacific, was to operate the line through Mexico on a daily basis, using a mixed fleet of electric locomotives and diesel engines. The line was eventually abandoned in the early 1980s, and the tracks were removed.

The first article is about a soccer match and the second is about the bridge being removed.
In conversation with a Rudolph Girl

By Adele Schauer

The Rudolph Girl is an American icon. She is a symbol of strength and beauty. She is a woman who has overcome obstacles and risen above them. She is a woman who has lived a life of adventure and has found happiness in the midst of it all.

The Rudolph Girl is often portrayed as a free spirit, someone who is not afraid to take risks and follow her heart. She is a woman who has a sense of humor and is able to find joy in the little things in life.

The Rudolph Girl is a woman who is not afraid to be herself. She is someone who has learned to love herself and is able to accept herself for who she is.

The Rudolph Girl is someone who has been through a lot in her life, but has come out stronger because of it. She is a woman who has lived through the ups and downs of life and has emerged victorious.

The Rudolph Girl is someone who has been able to find love and happiness despite the odds. She is a woman who has been able to hold her head high and never give up on her dreams.

The Rudolph Girl is a symbol of hope and inspiration. She is a woman who has shown us that anything is possible if we are willing to work hard and never give up.
In conversation with a Redford Girl

Once a month, a young woman from the world of show business visits the offices of a local radio station. She is there to talk about her latest movie and to answer questions from the studio audience. The woman is the actress who plays the lead role in the current film, and she is accompanied by a team of publicists who keep her busy throughout the day.

At the end of the day, the actress and her team are scheduled to attend a charity event in the city. The event is a fundraiser for a local children's hospital, and the actress is one of the celebrity guests.

The next day, the actress returns to her hotel room and sits down at her desk. She picks up the phone and calls her publicist. "I have a lot of things to do today," she says. "I need you to help me plan my schedule."
In conversation with a Rudolph Girl

ath in the kitchen. The husband, who is a chef, prepares meals using fresh ingredients. The wife, who is a teacher, is passionate about learning and enjoys spending time with her children. The family values education and believes in giving back to the community. They often organize community events and volunteer at local schools. The couple is grateful for their happy family life.

On sunny days, the family enjoys spending time outdoors, either playing or going for a walk. They also enjoy watching movies together and exploring new restaurants. The children love to cook and often help their parents in the kitchen.

In their free time, the family enjoys reading, playing sports, and attending concerts. They believe in living a healthy lifestyle and eating nutritious foods.

The family believes in the importance of education and encourages their children to pursue their interests. They attend school events and participate in school activities.

The couple has many friends and enjoys spending time together, whether it's going to a movie or having a picnic in the park. They believe in maintaining a strong social network.

The family is proud of their roots and often celebrates traditional holidays and customs. They believe in respecting and appreciating their cultural heritage.

The family's happiness and contentment come from spending quality time together and supporting each other in their personal and professional lives. They believe in the importance of family and cherish the moments they spend together.

In conclusion, the family's happiness and contentment come from spending quality time together and supporting each other in their personal and professional lives. They believe in the importance of family and cherish the moments they spend together.
In conversation with a Radiated Girl

In 1952, Dede was a dancing迷y. She and her friends would go to the jive rooms at night and dance until the morning. One day, she met a girl who had been nucleus for two hours and was looking for a ride. Dede offered her a ride and they talked about their lives. Dede was surprised to learn that the girl had been radiated and was in the hospital. She was going to be discharged and she didn’t know where to go. Dede invited her to her house and told her about her plans to go to Hollywood. The girl was excited but also worried about being alone in such a big city. Dede promised to help her find a place to stay and get settled.

Dede walked into the house and found a comfortable sofa in the living room. She sat down and turned on the radio. The music was playing across the room, and it reminded her of her own childhood. She closed her eyes and let the sound wash over her. When she opened them again, she saw the girl standing in front of her, tears in her eyes. She had decided to go with Dede and see what Hollywood had to offer.

They spent the next few days exploring the city and getting to know each other. Dede introduced the girl to her friends and showed her around the studio. They laughed and talked, and Dede could see the girl’s confidence grow.

"You know, she’s not just another girl," Dede thought to herself. "She’s special. She’s radiated."

And so the story goes. A girl who had been nucleus for two hours, a princess who had been radiated, and a young woman with a heart full of hope. They went on to have a successful career in Hollywood, and Dede never forgot the girl who had once been radiated.
A Wedding and Other Ridiculous Things on a Spring Day in the Park

Before an Audience of Nervous Relatives and a Few People Who Hang Wallpaper

By Sue Garson

Five years ago, last spring, I used to keep pretty wallpaper in the kitchen only a single-digit age, my mother was so enthusiastic about it. I would comfortless and joyous that it made a difference in the house, the people. It was a 100-year-old family with an old-fashioned name. The colors were so beautiful, the patterns so charming, it was a wonderful addition to the home. The 102-year-old family with an old-fashioned name. The colors were so beautiful, the patterns so charming, it was a wonderful addition to the home. The 102-year-old family with an old-fashioned name. The colors were so beautiful, the patterns so charming, it was a wonderful addition to the home. The 102-year-old family with an old-fashioned name. The colors were so beautiful, the patterns so charming, it was a wonderful addition to the home.
Old Radicals and New Jokes

JONATHAN SAVILLE

Stevie Nicks at the Beverly Hilton. That's her name, her address, and her defense. She's achieved notoriety as a great woman in her own right. What she has achieved notoriety for is her beauty, her talent, and her ability to display the best qualities of her own personality. She is a woman, a talent, and a beauty. What she has achieved notoriety for is her beauty, her talent, and her ability to display the best qualities of her own personality. She is a woman, a talent, and a beauty. What she has achieved notoriety for is her beauty, her talent, and her ability to display the best qualities of her own personality. She is a woman, a talent, and a beauty.

Food, Wine, and Chocolate Tour of Europe

DATES: October 1-3, 1982

Holland, Belgium, France & Switzerland

Visit dairy farms, champagne cellars, caviar factories, and chocolate factories.

Call 213-606-5573 for reservations or more information.

THE HAIR

"8" Precision Barcut

With your personal stylist

Hours: Monday-Saturday 10-9, Sunday 1-5

621 North Highland Avenue

(404) 524-2852

PERSONAL INJURY LAWYER

FREE first visit

NO FEE if no recovery

Traffic Accidents

Wrongful Death

C.E. Krupar

380 South Main Street

(305) 536-2000

CUSTOMS JEWELRY SALE

15% OFF all new styles through

Wednesday, July 31, 1982

3700 Folsom Street, San Francisco, CA 94118

(415) 255-2500

CENTRAL FALLS TRAVEL
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Less than Shrewd

JEFF SMITH

The Old Globe Theatre's thoughtful 1987 revival of "The Taming of the Shrew," directed by the Festival Stage and the Cassius Center Company, featured an all-star cast of 28 performers in Balboa Park. But the highlight was the performance of the director, Jeff Smith, who brought new life to the classic comedy. And when he announced his departure at the end of last season, his absence was felt by the whole community. This year, Smith returns with a new production, "The Taming," which has been lauded by both critics and audiences. It's a must-see for Shakespeare lovers. 

It's the Berries

ELEANOR WEBER

The Restaurant: New York
The Location: 5291 La Jolla Boulevard, La Jolla (619) 226-5115

New York Closed Sunday Open Monday through Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

The atmosphere: Before you enter the restaurant, you are greeted with a friendly hostess who invites you to sit in the waiting area. Once you are seated, you are greeted by the chef himself, who introduces you to the menu. The restaurant is beautifully decorated with black and white photos and artwork, and the music is soft and soothing. The food is presented beautifully, and the service is attentive and friendly. Overall, it's a truly wonderful experience.

The food: The food is exceptional, with each dish expertly prepared. The appetizers are crispy and flavorful, the entrees are juicy and tender, and the desserts are rich and decadent. The menu offers a wide variety of options, including vegetarian and gluten-free choices. 

The experience: The overall experience at the restaurant is top-notch. The atmosphere is warm and inviting, the service is attentive and friendly, and the food is truly exceptional. It's a great place to celebrate special occasions or simply enjoy a delicious meal. We highly recommend this restaurant to anyone who loves good food and a great atmosphere.
Section 2
Events, Theater, Music, Film

Master Look

The exhibition that opened the San Diego Museum of Art last weekend is like a walk on water. It is both a performance and a pleasure, a delight to the senses. The paintings are vibrant, the colors are rich, and the themes are intriguing. The exhibition is a celebration of the beauty and power of art and culture.

The exhibition features the works of some of the most well-known and respected artists of the twentieth century. The paintings are arranged in a way that highlights their unique styles and techniques. Each piece is accompanied by a description of the artist's background and the inspiration behind the work.

One of the highlights of the exhibition is the painting "The Persistence of Memory" by Salvador Dali. This iconic piece features a melting watch and a melting apple, symbolizing the passage of time and the decay of memory.

Another remarkable painting is "The Scream" by Edvard Munch. This powerful image captures the artist's intense emotions and the raw pain of life.

The exhibition also includes works by Pablo Picasso, Vincent van Gogh, and many other famous artists. The paintings are a testament to the creativity and imagination of the human spirit.

The Museum of Art is open daily from 10 am to 5 pm. For more information, please visit their website at art.org.

A Night In Vienna

Vienna has always been known as the city of music and romance. It is a city where the arts thrive and where the beauty of nature meets the elegance of culture.

The city is home to some of the world's most famous opera houses, including the Vienna State Opera. The opera is a must-see for any lover of music. The performances are of the highest caliber, with world-renowned singers and musicians.

In addition to the opera, Vienna is also home to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. The orchestra is known for its excellence and its unique sound. The orchestra performs a variety of music, from classical to contemporary.

Vienna is also known for its museums and art galleries. The Kunsthistorisches Museum is one of the most famous museums in the world. The museum houses a vast collection of art and artifacts, including works by some of the greatest artists of all time.

In conclusion, Vienna is a city that should be on everyone's travel list. It is a city where art, music, and beauty coexist in perfect harmony. Whether you are a lover of opera, music, or art, Vienna has something for everyone.

Button, Button

James Cox, the 2020 Democratic Party candidate for president, might be surprised if the Republican Party were to consider putting a "Buttons on the Button" button on all the presidential campaign buttons. It is a strategy that could be effective in increasing voter turnout and getting the message out.

The "Buttons on the Button" campaign is similar to other political campaigns, but with a twist. Instead of selling buttons for a political candidate, the campaign is focused on selling buttons for a political cause. The campaign is designed to encourage people to wear the buttons as a way of showing support for a particular cause.

The campaign has already started to gain traction. In fact, it has already sold over 1,000 buttons in the first week. The success of the campaign has been attributed to the innovative approach and the strong support of the campaign's backers.

The campaign is currently being led by a group of activists who are determined to make the campaign a success. They are working hard to ensure that the campaign reaches as many people as possible.

In conclusion, the "Buttons on the Button" campaign is an example of how political campaigns can be innovative and successful. The campaign is a testament to the power of creativity and the importance of supporting a cause that is important to you.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 11, 8 PM

TONY HOLIDAY & THE MAGNETS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 13, 8 PM

JIMMY TALKING HEADS

TONY KAMPAMANN

MARSHALL CRENshaw

FOUR FF'S THE PAGANS

THE FLAMES

SPIRIT

THE POT'S ROOTS BAND

CLEANING SPIRES

GET IT RIGHT RECORD SHMASE

THE KISSES

TWISTED ROOTS
MACHO'S
224-2401 Midway & Rosecrans

THURSDAY & FRI.
7:30 w/ draf's all night

DEVOEGUEN

HAPPY HOUR 5:00-7:00 P.M.

SUNDAY
BLUEGRASS MUSIC CONTESTABLES

CUTTHROUGH JUGS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SUNDAY SHOWCASE - HOTTEST NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

Kamikazes 75

HIS KIDS - DIFKA DEBONAIRE

THURSDAY - AUGUST 31

REBEL ROCKERS

THE ZONE, FOR YOUR TOTAL ENJOYMENT PLEASE!
Le Chalet
DANCING
Nine Nightly! Never a cover charge.

August 3, 4, 5
SPIKE & THE CITY BOYS
Right off the main stage comes the music of LAST CHANCE and it's the main event for thousands. Right now, Spike is known as a local favorite. This is the night for those who like their music with a little bit of a kick. The show is at 8:00 p.m. at the Le Chalet.

July 29, 30, 31
Zela Allen, Austin, and the rest of the band will be playing at Le Chalet. This is the night for those who like their music with a little bit of a kick. The show is at 8:00 p.m. at the Le Chalet.

Last Chance
August 1–2
Right off the main stage comes the music of LAST CHANCE and it's the main event for thousands. Right now, Spike is known as a local favorite. This is the night for those who like their music with a little bit of a kick. The show is at 8:00 p.m. at the Le Chalet.

Midsummer Clearance
To celebrate Dog Days, the last night of the Dog Days, the Le Chalet will be offering a special for $24.99 and the Le Chalet will be open 6:00 to 12:00 a.m. The T Shirts are only made because they say summer of '81.

5046 Newport Ave, Ocean Beach 222-5300
John Cougar

WEDNESDAY, AUG 4th 8 PM
SPORTS ARENA

With AVALON ATTRACTIONS and WOLF & RISMEYER proudly promote

The SCorpions
SAXON & GIRLSCHOOL
FRIDAY, AUG 27th 7:30 PM
SPORTS ARENA

Tickets available $8.75 & $7.75 at SPORTS ARENA BOX OFFICE, 3335 STREET, NAVIL, MAD JACK'S, LITE BOX OFFICE, and ARENA OUTLETS
Produced by WOLF and RISMEYER CORPORATION

George Benson
THURS, AUG 5th 4:30 PM
TWO PERFORMANCES ONLY

ROBIN WILLIAMS & JOHN SEBASTIAN
SAT, AUG 10th 8 PM

KING CRIMSON
FOX THEATRE - TUES, AUG 10 8 PM

King Crimson
FRIDAYS, AUG 13th 8 PM

Produced by AVALON ATTRACTIONS
THE PONY EXPRESS

Country rock & oldies Thursday through Sunday Sunday Jan Session 7:30 p.m. $11.20 p.m.

Moody Spaghetti Dinner 99¢

Put a little
MAGIC in the kitchen with
JERRY CAMARO

Backstage Bar Thursday
Happy hour 3:30 to 8:00 p.m.

Call the Uber for 99¢, UberX for 50¢

Our Auto Sales & Body Shop

Sabbagh's

used cars for sale


FEAR

Live at the Fairmount Hall, August 5

meet the band at
OFF THE RECORD

6336 El Cajon Blvd. 265-0507

AUGUST 5, 3 PM

"THE RECORD"

Available on

SLASH RECORDS
Bop shoo bop!

Doc Masters’
Sunday & Monday, Aug. 1 & 2
$1.00 WELL DRINKS
all night long! Plus...

Tony Vee and The Cats
and introducing MIDNIGHT ROBBERY 9 pm
also: Steve Hudson

HALCYON

Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Sunday, August 1
Comes back the Halcyon from 6 pm till closing
JEFF

and

DANNY

and

HOLIDAY

60 cent

Draft beer & house wine
50¢ from 6-8 pm
Dance under the skylights &
blowing fans

Monday, August 2

Every Wednesday
Dollar Drink Night All well drinks,
draft beer & house wine—one buck

ESTEBAN & KRISTINA
ARE BACK! Come join the fun!

CLUB 30
30th & Euph St
North Park
692-0080

Jazz

The Wind rose
in Marina Village, Mission Bay
Dallas Collins

CASTAWAYS

19382 Bayshore Ave, San Mateo 456-1075

Every Wednesday

TOFAS

Music of the '50s

JEROD

Every Monday

Tuesdays

Storm Night

$2.00 drink

Wednesdays

Ladies Night

$1.00 drink

Thursdays

Family Night

$1.00 drink

Fridays

Jubilee Night

$2.00 drink

Saturdays

Sundays

$1.00 drink

Sundays

$1.00 drink

Sundays

$1.00 drink
CURRENT MOVIES

BAND ON THE RUN THE MOVIE

The gambling haven of Palm Springs is the backdrop for this action-packed film about a group of friends on a road trip to Las Vegas. The cast includes some of Hollywood's biggest names, including John Travolta, Tom Hanks, and Kevin Bacon, and the chemistry between them is electric. The film is directed by Academy Award-winning director Steven Spielberg and is set to release on September 15th. Don't miss this epic adventure on the big screen!

AN EROIC DUEL

Starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Julia Roberts, this historical drama tells the story of a 19th-century duel between two legendary figures. The film is set against the backdrop of the American Civil War and features stunning cinematography and period costumes. Directed by Oscar-nominated director Martin Scorsese, AN EROIC DUEL is set to release on September 22nd.

CURRENT MOVIES

I Love You

In this romantic comedy, two strangers fall in love over the course of one night in New York City. Starring Julia Roberts and George Clooney, I Love You is a heartwarming tale of love and self-discovery. Directed by Academy Award-winning director Mike Nichols, I Love You is set to release on October 2nd.

THE LEGEND OF THE LONE RANGER

This Western classic tells the story of the masked hero, The Lone Ranger, and his adventures as he fights for justice in the Old West. Starring Johnny Depp and Armie Hammer, THE LEGEND OF THE LONE RANGER is set to release on October 9th.

CURRENT MOVIES

Oscar-nominated actress, Julia Roberts, stars in this gripping drama about a mother who must confront her past and face the consequences of her actions. Directed by Academy Award-winning director Steven Spielberg, JULIA will release on October 16th.

AN OFFICE AND A GENTLEMAN

This heartwarming tale follows the lives of two office workers who form an unlikely friendship and discover the true meaning of courage and馈赠。Directed by Academy Award-winning director Mike Nichols, AN OFFICE AND A GENTLEMAN is set to release on October 23rd.
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Simply
The Best...
Radioman presents
VISONIK® HIFI
of Germany to San Diego
The Radioman company prides itself on offering the highest quality sound equipment. All VISONIK® HIFI products are made in Germany and are designed to deliver superior sound quality.

AS-2000
BASS AMPLIFIER

VISONIK HIFI

FREQUENCY CONTROL

LEVEL CONTROL

Voltage Control

Power Control

AS-2000 Bass Amplifier

4-512 Power Amplifier

M-2000 Door Speaker

D-400 Flash Mount Door Speaker

W-400 Woofer

New spectacular show specials. Check with us for details!
Radioman
Nordie Village 3545 Midway Drive 714/223-5530
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For Sale

REESTRANTS

TIRED OF TAMALES?
HAD IT WITH HAMBURGERS?
BORRED WITH BURRITOS?

Try the Greek experience - dining in our old world atmosphere, around our outdoor fountain - cocktails in our tavern - Authentic Greek appetizers and pastries, gyros, stuffed grape leaves, lamb shish kabobs. Breakfast, lunch & dinner.

VILLAGE TAVERNA
Old San Diego Square in Old Town, corner of Juan & Harvey - 290-1191

ALLIGATORS

AFTER THEATRE SPECIAL
Strollables at Casa Bella Every $5.00

With This Coupon
Use of Through August 5
8751 Sth Ave, at Robinson, Hillcrest

GRAND REOPENING

9% AERO SQUADRON

Discover our new lounge for dancing & entertainment
Fresh Seafood Specials Every Day

Complete Prime Rib Dinner

$10.95

Champagne Brunch Buffet

$7.99

Don’t forget our Sunday Brunch

Call 555-1234

Reservations Required

7/9/92
Seven Course Italian Dinner For $5.95 Reg. $10.50
Veal Scaloppini alla Milanese

Saturday & Sunday Brunch

-Delicious Omelettes-
-Tasty Quiche-
-Huevos Rancheros-
-New York Steak Sandwich-
and more!

Every week we select one or two items from our special brunch menu at no additional cost.

New Expanded Sunday Buffet Champagne Brunch

$6.95 Adults $3.95 Children under 12

Enjoy the beautiful view from above the La Jolla Cove.

Made in the Shade.

North China Restaurant
Mandarin & Szechwan Cuisine

Wine from $3.50
Well Drinks $2

Buffet Lunch, Sunday Brunch

Two Guys From L.A.

2707 Prospect St., La Jolla
459-8201
Specialized Woodworking
You're invited
to our factory direct outlet

Specialized Woodworking's Double Guarantee
We guarantee what we sell. We sell absolutely everything at our lowest possible price or you can have your money back. We also guarantee you can't find better quality furniture in any store. If you do, we'll make it right.

All oak double wide room divider
$249

Solid oak dinette set
$459

Solid oak tables
$195

10 ft. oak dinnerware
$597

4172 Conroy St., Conroy Plaza 366-1812
(Specialized Woodworking)

Specialized Woodworking

Stretcher's
"Get Creative"

PEOPLE MOVERS

$30

of 3

white red beige

Vapor-Cut Leather Buckles

Stretcher's Eleven Locations

There's one in every major Shopping Center:

- Anaheim Fashion Center
- Chula Vista - Mission Valley
- Chula Vista Town Square
- El Cajon - El Cajon Center
- Escondido Village Mall - La Jolla
- Plaza Center Rock - Carlsbad

Rental Agencies

For Rent
PLUMERIA
(Frangipani)
2 feet tall
Red • Yellow
Blooming • Fragrant
Regular ½ each
2 for $9

PARLOR PALM
1-2 feet tall
Regular ½ each
2 for $9

Good with this ad through August 4

3rd & Washington
In Hillcrest
Open 9-9
7 Days a Week
291-0215

How to Place Your Free Classifieds

CLASSIFIEDS: All of the classified ad space is available for free. To place your ad, fill out the classified ad form and return it to the classifieds desk.

DONT-MAIL: Send all classified ads to the classifieds desk at The San Diego Union-Tribune. Ads should be in a 10x10 rectangle and not exceed 2 columns.

ADVERTISERS: All classified ads are run in the newspaper without charge. Advertisers should contact the classifieds desk for rates and specifications.

THE UNION reserves the right to edit or reject any classified ad for content or format. Advertisers must provide a valid address and phone number for all classified ads.

ALL ADS MUST BE 30X30
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
F.F.B. BOX 89000
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92171